The classification was invented by Herbert Putnam in the late 1800’s. English and American Fiction, Fairy Tales, Folklore, Legends, Romance, Fables, Nursery Rhymes, and Humorous Works have separate **PZ classification call numbers**, as do books written in another language, i.e. Spanish, French, German, Russian, and Latin.

**PZ: “Juvenile Belles Lettres”**

- **PZ 5** American and English Collections/Anthologies
- **PZ 6** Early to 1860-1870 Fiction
- **PZ 7** General Fiction 1870- (then arranged by first letter of author’s last name)
- **PZ 8** Fairy Tales (Including English translations of Arabian Nights)
- **PZ 8.1** Folklore, Legends, Romance (Hero tales, King Arthur)
- **PZ 8.2** Fables (including Aesop in English versions for children)
- **PZ 8.3** Anonymous Nursery Rhymes (including Mother Goose) and Stories in Rhyme (Including Dr. Seuss)
- **PZ 8.7** Humorous Works
- **PZ 10.4** Sign Language and Braille Materials
- **PZ 21-28** French Language Materials
- **PZ 31-38** German Language Materials
- **PZ 61-68** Russian Language Materials
- **PZ 90 .L3** Latin Language Materials
- **PZ 90 .P4** Persian Language Materials
- **PZ 71-78** Spanish Language Materials

(Also, books in other languages may be in the LC Subject Classification for the book’s content.)
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